Summary
**Introduction**

The ways to price the hotel job is considered one of the most important topics that had been accepted in, the manufacturing field more than that’s of the serving field, as the care had become in creased in that serving field since 1920 especially on, the level of the hotels sector.

And that’s is back to the challenges and, the competitions that hotels sectors face and, this needs to achieve the most high level to know the ways to organize salaries and, what's all about salaries especially in hotels sector.

There is no doubt that the quantities methods that were used in organizing salaries and, what's all about have no pioneering rolls especially in hotels sector.

When the nowadays to organize price ways of hotels job on the hotels sector by using non-quantetive ways that is related to practice, and having species ways.

And in this age the strategy in organizing price ways of hotel jobs ,appear to save work to goon and to achieve goals of the work with out falling any mistakes.
The challenges that his age faces to organize the system of salaries and all that belong to salaries for hotel jobs make all hotels especially the 5 stars hotels that is present in the Cairo area (Cairo city, and Giza city, and 6th October city) in continuous competition to get the best human resources to make work go on and keep the best high level of production.

**The 1st chapter (discuss) 6 point:-**
1) The study preface
2) The study problem
3) The study limitations
4) The study Goals
5) The study duties
6) The study methodology

**The 2nd chapter (discuss) 3 point:-**
1) The description of the hotels jobs
2) The design of the hotels job
3) The relation between description and the design of the hotels jobs

**The 3rd chapter (discuss) 3 point:-**
1) The evaluation of the hotels job
2) The methods used in the evaluation of the jobs
3) The steps of pricing the jobs
The 4th chapter (discuss) 4 point:
1) Types of salaries
2) The accessories of the salaries
3) The structure of the salaries and its accessories
4) The ways to pay the salaries

The 5th chapter petermine the field of the study in the Cairo Great districts (Cairo Government, and Giza Government, and 6 October Government)

The rate of the sample 5 stars discuss 33 hotels by the other side a sample was taken from the managers of the front office, and housekeeping, and food and Beverage in the hotels.

TO achieve the Goal of this study Data were collected by questionnaire of the managers of the front office, and housekeeping, and food and Beverage.

Questionnaire of managers of the front office, and housekeeping, and food and Beverage

This Questionnaire was designed to discuss the managers of the front office, and housekeeping, and food and Beverage to know opinions about the strategies of pricing jobs inside the hotel, and to measure the direction of the administration to protect the workers through their acceptance about the salaries, and their accessories they earn from the hotel through this Questionnaire
This applied is designed to know, and record the most impotent ways used to determine the salaries, and there accessories (salaries pricing) used in 5 stars hotels present in Cairo Great district (area zone).

The 6th chapter discuss analysis of the data specialized in the questionnaire applied of the managers of the front office, and house keeping, and food and Beverage present in 5 stars hotels in Cairo Great district.

The research discussion rounds in the frame work of the data analyses and, its no table (memorable) that this chapter shows how to design job analyses jobs salaries, and its accessories side by side to results that shows that many hotels insist to apply the traditional standards in retain to these hotels that started to apply these new standards.
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